Work Zone Signing for Injure/Kill a Worker and Fines Doubled

In conjunction with recent legislation removing the requirements to place signing regarding work zone laws an Executive Order has been issued to continue usage of signing for work zone laws under certain conditions. The following sign usage is required to be used statewide for all operations.

**Construction Work Zones**

Use of Injure/Kill a Worker and Fines Doubled signing will continue to be used on all construction projects as per the maintaining traffic typicals. Individual requests by industry or a contractor to not use this signing will not be permitted.

Injure/Kill a **Motorist** signs are not to be posted.

**Maintenance / Permits / Contract County Work Zones**

Use of Injure/Kill a Worker and Fines Doubled signing is to be discontinued for work that is in place for one day or less.

Use of Injure/Kill a Worker and Fines Doubled signing is required for use for work that is in place for more than 24 hours.

Injure/Kill a **Motorist** signs are not to be posted.

**Note:**

This advisory only applies to state projects let thru MDOT. Local agency projects are not affected by this advisory or Executive Directive 2008-1. Local agencies should follow the requirements in the recently enacted work zone laws.

*Please share this information with consultants and local agencies in your area.*